
PHIL KNIGHT BIO

Philip Hampson "Phil" Knight, whose nickname is "Buck" (born February 24, ) is an American business magnate and
philanthropist. A native of Oregon.

The longstanding boys-club atmosphere of the Nike boardroom saw little promise in a lightweight shoe for
women to wear to their exercise classes. The escalating wealth of the company allowed Nike to sign additional
topflight athletes to endorsement contracts, including highly lucrative relationships with Michael Jordan and
Tiger Woods. Knight noted that a number of policies were going to be implemented in their production
facilities, including raising the working age to 16 at clothing factories and 18 at shoe factories; using safer,
non-toxic glues when possible; adopting stricter, U. Although Knight eventually responded to Nike's critics
with a program of reforms, he and Nike continued to be a prime focus of many antiglobalization groups.
Encyclopedia of World Biography. To Knight's surprise, Bowerman not only ordered the Tiger shoes, but also
offered to become a partner with Knight and provide product design ideas. In late , Knight appointed his son
to the board and, after Vinton had stepped downâ€” prior to leaving the company with a severance package
â€”Knight rebranded the company Laika. Knight â€” Biography Philip H. Knight was said to be not fond of
advertising. He added that he had been branded as a "corporate crook," and defended his business practices,
citing "misinformation and misunderstanding" as reasons for the media assault on Nike. Construction began in
January and end in September  On the one hand, we don't mind the attention; we like getting our name in the
press. The man whom The Sporting News named the "most powerful" person of the year in sports for was no
athlete, coach, or commissioner. When Knight finally received the shoe samples, he mailed two pairs to
Bowerman at the University of Oregon, hoping to gain both a sale and an influential endorsement. Yet slogans
such as "Just do it" and images such as that of Michael Jordan soaring through the air cemented Nike's place in
the industry. When his father refused to give him a summer job at his newspaper, believing his son should find
work on his own, Knight went to the rival Oregonian, where he worked the night shift tabulating sports scores
and every morning ran home the full seven miles. Nike advertisements portrayed great athletes as objects
worthy of worship but also implied that everyone has greatness within themselves. Because of McEnroe's
strained ligaments," noted a Vanity Fair writer, "the model sold a million two the very next year. Major sports
stars demanded major compensation for wearing Knight's brand. Knight was formally inducted on September
7,  Harvard Business Review, July-August  In the late s, when Reebok briefly supplanted Nike as the most
profitable athletic shoe company, Knight streamlined the Nike campus in Beaverton, Oregon, and gave it a
corporate atmosphere while maintaining the image of a company run by casually rebellious athletes. Forty
years later he presided over the largest and most visible athletic apparel company in the world. Van Dyke
Comment about this article, ask questions, or add new information about this topic: Name:. But the world of
sports endorsements is a brutal one, as the public learned at the summer Olympic games in Barcelona.


